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 we’re a branding design agency
 who craft authentic brands













	
	

	









 a brand designed with purpose.



 













 We create brand identities for businesses like yours, who have values aligned with inspiring vision.
 Our clients are inspirational in empowering social change.
 Our branding and logo design portfolio includes the health conscious, eco-friendly, earth guardians, trailblazers, change-makers, non for profit and profit for purpose.
 Our mission is for your brand to make its unique mark in the world.
 We do this the Verve Way!
 A unique and collaborative creative brand design process that focuses on learning the values of your business, to bring to life your brand’s vision – through well-crafted graphic design.
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 brand design examples
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 Lead Love Leap
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 The Mind Garden
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 Mama Handmade Icecream
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 Bare and Boho
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 Katey’s Kombucha
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 The Organic Pantry
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 Insight Creative
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 Geo Junkie
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 Becalm Baby
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 Coastal Events Co.
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 We are a
 CREATIVE BRAND DESIGN AGENCY


 







 We dream about good design for good people. Our favourite thing to do is connect with passionate people like you, to craft an inspiring brand with purpose, creativity, individuality and consistency.
















 Let’s create some brand magic…


  View our design packages >
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 “
“I am deeply grateful to Verve for giving me a brand I am proud of, along with a beautiful, sophisticated and strong foundation for my new business to spread its message of wellbeing and abundance out into the world.” 
Kathy, Geo Junkie
 “
“People have made numerous comments about how visually appealing our brand is now. Even though we have always sold the same quality item, people are willing to pay a lot more for it! I think it’s essential for an upcoming business to invest in branding, I believe that Verve Design is the best out there!” 
Bridget, The Real Burger co.
 “
“Teegan and the team have been a delight to work with, and have particularly admired their ability to seamlessly capture our vision to then create the reality of that imagery across our branding and social platforms!” 
Jordan, Bare and Boho
 “
“You’re amazing to work with, the way you spent time getting to understand ‘me’ and my own personal style, so that you could reflect that through the entire branding – it was genius!” 
Johanna, Johanna Anning Nutrition
 “
“I have loved working with you so much. Your belief, support and encouragement have been just what I needed at this point in my business, and has given me the confidence to bring it all to life. I am so clear now on what I stand for.” 
Allison, Live and Breath Yoga
 “
“Working with Verve is like working with an extension of our own business, they understand our goals, our aspirations and our culture. They help bring this to life.” 
Troy, Grand Hotel
 “
“I really appreciate how you assisted me through this entire brand process. I will certainly be a repeat customer and have no hesitation in recommending Verve Design.” 
Angela, Townsville Kids
 “
“People compliment our logo and icon all the time! It suits us so perfectly as it feels like it all just flows so seamlessly.” 
Sarah, Ricky Ebel Photography
 “
“Verve design are wonderful to work with, always so helpful and friendly. I'd recommend them without any hesitation.” 
Jo, Quirky Cooking
 “
“I was so pleased I had chosen you to help me...I didn’t realise how much I was carrying around worrying about designing a logo. I’ve felt better since leaving it in your capable hands.” 
Katey, Katey’s Kombucha













	
	

	

	













 the life of a logo designer


 read about our creative life, brand design advice and more…



 











 GO TO BLOG





























			 


we design brands for good
			we’re proud to work with clients who are driven by their purpose to create change, for the better.
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Privacy Overview
				
This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience.
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  Necessary
Always Enabled


 Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal information.
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  Non-necessary



 Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your website.
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